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8 Suggested Alternate Fingerings'

9 Suggested Split Tone Fingerings'

9 Suggested Multiphonics'

49 Cajun
   Magnetic (Steps Ahead) - 1986

76 Chime This
   Don't Try This At Home - 1988

77 Don't Try This At Home
   Don't Try This At Home - 1988

95 Escher Sketch
   Now You See It (Now You Don't) - 1990

14 Funky Sea, Funky Dew
   Heavy Metal Bebop - 1977

22 Inside Out
   Heavy Metal Bebop - 1977

66 Itsbynne Reel
   Don't Try This At Home - 1986

103 Never Alone
   Now You See It (Now You Don't) - 1990

10 Night Flight
   Back To Back - 1976

27 Not Ethiopia
   Straphangin'- 1981

59 Original Rays
   Michael Brecker - 1987

106 Peep
   Now You See It (Now You Don't) - 1990

45 Safari
   Modern Times (Steps Ahead) - 1984

66 Sea Glass
   Michael Brecker - 1987

114 Song For Barry
   Return Of The Brecker Bros. - 1992

32 Straphangin'
   Straphangin' - 1981

55 Sumo
   Magnetic (Steps Ahead) - 1986

37 Take A Walk
   Paradox (Steps) - 1982

131 Wakaria
   Return Of The Brecker Bros. - 1992
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